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Iwas
I u, ,

standin{ in the checkout line
aonr"n,"na" srore cna..rng

I with the woman behind me when rt
happened: A cashier dropped a large
metal container, creating a loud bang.
The noise sounded like an explosion.
At first, we were all startled. However, the speed with which I regained
my poise and readiness to act put a
grin on my face. Once again, my martial arts training had paid off. Doesn't
sound very exciting, I know, but it
was. Let me explain.
While good training can help us
achieve some degree of unconditional
calm, we can still be caught off-guard.
Jumping at a loud or unexpected
sound is a natural response, which is
precisely why criminals use noise as
a diversionary tactic. lf a criminal can
startle you, literally upsetting your
body, or cause you to become momentarily stunned or distracted, it's much
easier to take you by surprise.

less, compressing a series of internal
events into one smooth, expedient
move. lnstead of being rattled, rocked
or "thrown off," the trick is to harness
the body's natural arousal and use it
to help our entire being-body, mind
and spirit-shift into readiness. To
be effective, this must happen at the

instant we startle or perceive danger,
in the immediacy of the moment, a
split second of time known simply as
now-which ls the only time that mat-

ters in self-defense.
Aikido founder Morihei Uyeshiba
descrlbed this succinctly when addressing students who were unable

Milliseconds matter when an assailanl
initiates his attack, says Melrssa Soalt

This is precisely why martial artists strive to become unflappable,
unperturbed even in the face of danger-and it's a noble ideal. While
good training can help us achieve
some degree of unconditional calm,
we're still vulnerable to being caught
off-guard, moved and surprised by the
emotion and energies of life.
So here's the deal: Startling isn't
something we can entirely train out
of our systems, so we must train
something else in. Just as we learn
to close the distance during closequarters combat, we must also learn
to close the gap inside-to shrink the
time between experiencing that initialjolt and getting ready to act. The
goal is to make this transition seam-
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to catch him by surprise. "lt isn't
that I don't get caught off-guard," he
remarked, "but that I recover more
quickly." lt's a small. inconspicuous
move that yields a mighty big payoff.
Let me just say that as someone
with a sensitive nervous system, who
stands 5 feet tall on a good hair day,
cultivating the ability to recover in the
midst of chaos has never been a trivial
pursuit; it's a matter of necessity.
need a way to anchor myself quickly
and effectively so I'm ready to enter
and engage or push off and run as the
situation dictates. What began as a
quest for personal salvation quickly
became a gem of a teaching tool-a
practical and meaningful way for me
to help other women focus, "pull it
together" and act in the face of potentially debilitating fear.
So here's the drill. To ready yourself for action and counteract the rise
that comes with surprise, do this:
I

.

Collect yourself. These are two of

the most powerful words I can think of.

Why? Because being stunned or taken
by surprise can bring a shock to the
system that shatters your focus, if not
your very sense of being, leaving you
temporarily lost, disoriented or scattered, with energy dispersed in multiple
directions. Before you can successfully
act, you must collect yourself.

of recovery, you run the risk of becoming a "meat target." Milliseconds
count, so take the express, not the
local. Consciously train this in until
it becomes automatic, involuntarywhich is what I experienced that day
in the checkout line, hence my inner

Redirect and relocate. You need a
place to shift all that energy to. Head
south. At the moment you startle, just
as your body begins to rise-a natural
fear response-shift down into a lower
center of gravity, into the hara, Ihe
spiritual and physical seat of power
located just below the navel. Let the

The opportunities for practice are
infinite. Whether you're driving, strolling or sitting in a bar, when life catches
you off-guard or sounds an alarm, don't
waste a precious moment lingering at
the top of your inhalation. Collect yourself. Drop it down. Do it now. 1<

smile.

.

startle be your trigger. (This is important because when terror strikes, even
gravity can forget what to do.) Depending on your sensitivity, this dropping,
this shifting of the point of gravity
from above to below, can produce a
distinct visceral sensation, as if riding
an upward-bound elevator that abruptly
starts down. lt's an exciting ride.
. Make it snappy. Without the speed
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been cited in dozens of publications.
For more information, visit http://www.
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Martial arts and self-defense equipment, videos, and books:
kobudo weapons, sparring gear, pepper spray, batons, knives
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